ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE BOUNDARIES OF THE QUINTIN AVE/RICHMOND AVE CONSERVATION AREA.

The boundaries of the designated Conservation Area include all the buildings within Quintin Ave and Richmond Ave, and one terrace of dwellings with fronts onto Kingston Rd, which lies between the junctions of Quintin Ave/Kingston Rd and Richmond Ave/Kingston Rd.

To the north, and immediately outside the Conservation Area lies a long thin strip of open land “Wimbledon Chase” which runs east to west from Kingston Rd to Merton Hall Rd. Beyond that lies the playing fields and playground of the Wimbledon Chase Primary School.

To the east of the Conservation Area lies mainly residential properties in Merton Hall Rd, which itself forms another Conservation Area.

To the south of the Conservation Area lies Kingston Rd, with a series of terraces of residential and commercial premises along its north side, and the Nelson Hospital and hospital car park site on the south side. Only the terrace at 293-309 Kingston Rd lies within the Conservation Area. The Nelson Hospital site (but not the car park site) lies within the Merton Hall Rd Conservation Area, as does the terrace of commercial and residential properties at 279-291 Kingston Rd.

To the west of the Conservation Area lies the residential cul-de-sac Chatsworth Ave, one of a series of such culs-de-sac which run between Kingston Rd and Wimbledon Chase.

The heart of the Conservation Area is the mainly residential property which lies along the two streets Quintin Ave and Richmond Ave. The character of these two streets is strongly cohesive, and quite distinctive, and for this reason these properties all justify their position within the Conservation Area.

Merton Hall Rd forms a separate Conservation Area, and this separate designation seems to be fully justified in view of its physical separation from the streets to the west, and its rather different, and more varied character and appearance. There are several properties in Merton Hall Rd (nos. 142-156) which have a similar architectural design to the properties at 279-291 Kingston Rd, but this common feature is not considered to be sufficient to require their inclusion in the same Conservation Area.

In Kingston Rd the issues of an appropriate boundary are not so clear cut. While the Nelson Hospital building does terminate the view along Quintin Ave, its general character as a building, and the character of the spaces around the hospital are markedly different to those of Quintin Ave and Richmond Ave. There seems to be no good case for transferring the Hospital from the Merton Hall Rd Conservation Area to the Quintin/Richmond Conservation Area.

The design quality of the public domain along Kingston Rd is poor, with a narrow footway, and in places poor footway materials and poor footway
design. The impact of the heavy traffic flows has a seriously adverse impact on the character and feel of the area. The maintenance of the small front gardens along this section of Kingston Rd is not good, and this contributes to a neglected appearance in the area.

Consideration should also be given to the design quality of the three terraces on the north side of Kingston Rd, (279-291, 293-309, and 311-333). The first of these lies within the Merton Hall Rd Conservation Area, the second lies within the Quintin/ Richmond Conservation Area, and the third is not in a Conservation Area. Here the argument for the definition of an appropriate boundary for the Conservation Area is rather less clear cut.

There are strong similarities in the architecture of all these buildings. All three terraces have a similar orientation, and they nearly have a common building line, they all address Kingston Rd in the same way. All three terraces were built within a very few years of one another, probably by the same developer. All these considerations suggest that the status of all the 3 terraces should be the same (either included or excluded from a Conservation Area), and that if they are to be included, then they should all be within the same Conservation Area.

However while the general design of the 3 terraces is broadly the same, the general design quality, the distinctiveness of the design, and the quality of the detailing in the terrace at 311-333 is of noticeably lesser quality than is the case at the other 2 terraces. It lacks the unusual Dutch gables which are a feature of the other 2 terraces. This, combined with the very poor standard of maintenance of the properties at 311-333, and the substantial harm caused to the design quality of the terrace, as a result of widespread replacement front windows, first floor iron railings, front doors and porches, and shop fronts, mean that overall there is a clear view that it is not appropriate to include this terrace within any Conservation Area.

Turning to the other 2 terraces (279-291 and 293-309), again we find a poorer standard of maintenance, the great majority of properties having had original windows, doors and shop fronts replaced, using unsympathetic designs. These small scale changes have had a cumulative effect which has markedly diminished the character of what once would have been terraces of great design quality. As referred to above the general environmental quality of the area is poor. It is therefore concluded that nos. 293-309 should be excluded from the Quintin Ave/Richmond Ave Conservation Area, and that when an assessment is made of the boundaries for the Merton Hall Rd Conservation Area, that serious consideration should be given to the exclusion of nos. 279-291 from that Conservation Area.

Wimbledon Chase lies outside the existing Conservation Area. The character of this informal and natural open space is totally different to that of the hard geometric urban residential streets within the Conservation Area. The existing mature trees within the Chase and the adjacent school playing fields and playground do provide an excellent backdrop to views northwards along both Richmond Ave and Quintin Ave. The character of the Conservation Area
would be diminished if these trees were to be lost. However trees can be protected by other means, and this does not provide a convincing argument for including the Chase within the Conservation Area. The northern boundary of the Conservation Area should remain unchanged.

Chatsworth Ave is a residential cul-de-sac, lying to the west of Richmond Ave. These houses were built around 1905 to 1907. The design of the buildings in this road is very similar to some of the houses in Quintin Ave. The buildings in the street have a strongly cohesive architectural character. The street work quality is considered to be broadly as good at street work in Quintin Ave. There seems to be a very good case to include all the properties in Chatsworth Ave in a revised Conservation Area boundary.

Sandringham Ave is another cul-de-sac which lies to the west of Chatsworth Ave. However here many the houses are of later date, dating from the mid 1920s. Both the later ones, and those dating from the early 1900s are of much lesser architectural quality and are much poorer in the quality of detailing than houses in either Chatsworth Ave, Richmond Ave or Quintin Ave. The design of the buildings is more disparate. For all of these reasons there is a very clear case for delineating the boundary of the Conservation Area so as to exclude the properties in this road.
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The Character Appraisal is written on the basis that the terrace of properties at numbers 293-309 (odds) Kingston Rd are excluded from the Conservation Area, but that numbers 2-56 (evens) and 1-57 (odds) Chatsworth Ave are included within the Conservation Area. Justification for these revisions of the current Conservation Area boundaries is given separately.

It is also proposed that rather than having a Conservation Area name which includes 3 street names, the name of the Conservation Area be changed to “Wimbledon Chase Conservation Area”, that being the name of the wider area in which the streets are situated.
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